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Polymer:fullerene solutions and composites exhibit a rich phase behaviour derived from solution thermodynamics, 

thin film segregation, demixing and crystallisation that define the film stability and morphology, and their 

performance as functional materials. We first map their phase diagram and film formation pathways, as well as the 

conformation of both components in solution, which are found to have a profound impact of nanoscale morphology. 

We then show that UV-visible, and even background, light exposure, can finely tune the morphology of dewetting 

and phase separating polymer-fullerene thin films by photo-oligomerisation of C60 and derivatives. This process is 

thermally reversible and thus able to ‘rejuvenate’ the composite. Neutron reflectivity allows us to locate the various 

constituents within the film. We find a coupling of fullerene photo-sensitivity and both self-assembly processes 

which results in controlled pattern formation, and we illustrate the potential with a model polymer–fullerene circuit 

pattern. We then translate this approach into the directed assembly of energy harvesting thin films. We address the 

key challenge of morphological stability of BHJ solar cells under thermal stress conditions. The directed assembly of 

an array of polymer:PCBM solar cells via a combination the aforementioned solution and film processing results in 

an increase in device lifetimes in excess of 200x. These approaches seem to be rather general and promise to be an 

effective and cost-effective strategy to optimise fullerene-based solar cell performance. 
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